
Letter openers
Speed up the processing of your incoming
mail with a compact and easy to use automatic
letter opener from My Mailing Room

“A letter opener from My Mailing Room can save hours of
your team’s precious time and means you can respond
much faster to documents and letters arriving by post”.
Lindsey Mepstead - Senior Account Manager



LP16
single-sided letter opener

Specifications
Speed up to 300 letters per minute
Easy to use
Full mixed and standard mail capability
Unique opening mechanism
1 sided opening
Counter
Operator adjustable speed
Low noise level
Quick, safe and easy access to paper path
Compact desktop system

Envelopes
Envelope size (min): 90 x 140mm
Envelope size (max): 260 x 330mm
Thickness (max):  4mm

Dimensions
H, D, W 230 x 388 x 825mm (with catch tray)
Weight 7kg (without catch tray)

The LP16 letter opener can operate at speeds of up to 300
letters per minute, so opened mail is delivered faster. Easy-to-
use and reliable, it can handle mixed mail without pre-sorting,
and opens a wide range of envelope sizes. Its efficiency gives
your staff time to concentrate on more productive work.

Protect valuable contents
While conventional letter openers can easily damage contents,
the LP16 uses an innovative method to neatly slit one side of
the envelope, leaving no sharp borders. This means the
contents are left undamaged and ensures safe handling; and
its unique anti-jamming device easily copes with paperclips
and staples.

· Automates task of opening incoming mail
· Protects valuable contents from damage
· Handles mixed mail without pre-sorting



LP19
heavy duty letter opener

Specifications
400 items per minute
Large envelope hopper
Full mixed and standard mail capability
Milling cutter mechanism
1 sided opening
Low noise level - Standby 63dB, Operating 78dB
20,000 items per day duty cycle

Envelopes
Envelope size (max): 260 x 330mm
Thickness (max): up to 6mm

Dimensions
L, W, H 710 x 460 x 335mm
Weight 36kg

· Heavy duty - better performance and longer life
· Milling technology - to protect envelope contents
· High speed - up to 400 envelopes per minute
· No requirement for pre-sorting

The heavy duty LP19 automatic letter opener will open your
post quickly and efficiently removing the slow process of
manually opening the post.

The new milling technology instead of cutting using blades
removes 3mm from the envelope edge and the built-in
separator ensures that only one envelope is processed at a
time. For you this means that you can be confident that every
envelope processed will be opened, the machine will handle all
of your mail and, most importantly, the documents inside are
protected.

Much faster than by hand
At 400 envelopes per minute, the LP19 is much faster than
using your team to open the mail. Designed to be easy to
operate, you just load your unopened mail onto the machine
and it does the rest. There is no need for pre-sorting either as
the machine handles envelopes of different sizes and
thickness.



LP22 & LP27
high speed letter opener

Specifications
Processing speed

Catch tray capacity

Counter

Feed modes

Envelope size (max)

Envelope thickness
Auto feed (max)
Manual feed (max)

Dimensions
Length
Width
Height
Weight

Motor

Safety

Milling cutter

Conveyor type

The LP22 and LP27 high-speed automatic letter openers are
crucial for the efficiency of your post room if you are handling
high quantities of mail.

Using milling cutting it can process 10 envelopes per second so
it is extremely fast yet does not require pre-sorting. This
means you just load the envelopes and use the simple
touchscreen to control the feeders and counters.

After cleanly slicing the edge of the envelope the processed
items are neatly stacked in the LP22’s separate catch tray, or
for larger volumes the LP27 can easy stack the opened
envelopes using the built-in reverse conveyor.

Not sure which model is right for you? Our team is ready to
help and can guide you through the options to ensure you get
the correct machine.

· High speed - opens 10 envelopes per second
· Milling technology - to protect envelope contents
· Reverse conveyor stacker with LP27
· No requirement for pre-sorting

LP22
32,000 p/hr

80 DL
Envelopes

Normal, rate,
Batch, lifetime

Basic, On delay,
On demand

260 x 330mm

4mm
6mm

1070mm
750mm

1065mm
90kg

Brushless DC

Jam and idle
shut off

On/Off selectable
(feeding only)

Non available

LP22 LP22
with reverse flow conveyor

LP27
36,000 p/hr

80 DL
Envelopes

Normal, rate,
Batch, lifetime

Basic, On delay,
On demand

260 x 330mm

4mm
6mm

1070mm
750mm

1195mm
118kg

Brushless DC

Jam and idle
shut off

On/Off selectable
(feeding only)

Non available



LP30 & LP35
1, 2 and 3 sided letter opener

Specifications
2,400 p/hr (LP30)
2,000 p/hr (LP35)
Large envelope hopper
Full mixed and standard mail capability
Unique slicing mechanism
1, 2 or 3 sided opening
No production of scrap paper, dust, sharp edges
Pre-programmed jobs
Document extraction (LP35)
Stop counter (LP30)
Operator adjustable speed
Sensor-driven envelope transport (LP35)
Low noise level
Self explanatory display
Visual contents check (LP35)
Quick, safe and easy access to paper path
Compact desktop system
Conveyor belt (optional)

Envelopes
Height   85-175mm
Width   140-260mm
Thickness  up to 4mm
Weight   50-200gsm

Dimensions
L, W, H 996 x 564 x 324mm
Weight 63-66kg

The LP30 and LP35 can easily handle full mixed and standard
mail, without changing any settings. Simply load your envelopes
and the machine automatically feeds and opens the envelopes
on 1, 2 or 3 sides, or can even extract the contents!

Easy to operate
The clear and simple control panel is self-explanatory and
applications can be changed at the touch of a button. The user
can concentrate on the core task: sorting and distributing the
incoming mail as quickly and as accurately as possible.

Protecting your documents
To ensure that none of your important or valuable documents
are lost during extraction, envelopes are sliced on three sides
and unfolded for visual control (standard on LP35). As an
option, an electro-mechanical document detection with four
detectors can be supplied.

Several operating modes
The LP30 and LP35 have several operating modes. The machine
can be operated either at an adjustable continuous speed or at
operator pace by using a unique sensor-driven envelope-
transport methodology.



Why choose
My Mailing Room?

Also from My Mailing Room…
Franking machines
Folding and inserting machines
Volume Related Discounts
Mailroom Security
Print Solutions

www.mymailingroom.com           01322 288890

Quality equipment

Great customer service

Clear and transparent contracts

Dedicated account management
and a friendly team

To find out more about us and our equipment or to get a
quotation for any equipment you have seen in this brochure
please give our friendly team a call on 01322 288890.


